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Your most important client is giving their business to your competitor…

Unstuck Minds, in partnership with Insight Experience, introduces a 
4-hour team-based, computer simulation that teaches people how to 
think better and connect better in times of turbulence and uncertainty

The new purchasing manager at Thrive Gyms has just informed your 
company that they don’t intend to renew their contract with you.

What’s worse, they’ll be giving their business to your competitor. 

The CEO has asked you to join a task team. The team’s mission is to 
win back the client.

What information do you need to in order to propose a solution?



Expectation Setting
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Embracing Uncertainty is not about… Embracing Uncertainty is about…
Knowing what to do Learning how to think
Optimizing, efficiency, or reengineering Discovery, reflection, and confronting the status quo
Reducing noise and ambiguity Getting comfortable with noise and ambiguity
Deepening your expertise Reawakening your beginner’s mind
Where to focus How to notice what you’re not looking for
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Who is it for and how do they benefit?

Organizational Leaders and Influencers

Coaches and Advising Professionals

Teams

Solution Sellers

Improve the quality of their problem-solving 
and decision making in uncertain times.

Learn to use a new tool to help leaders and 
teams who are stuck.

Develop a common approach to getting unstuck 
and inspiring fresh thinking.

Improve their ability to uncover hidden 
opportunities in scoping conversations.

• Access to a mindset and way of thinking 
when you don’t know what to do.

• A tool to use when you want to spur thinking 
that leads to new insights and options. 

• Progress made on a current challenge.

Everybody walks away with…
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Embracing Uncertainty Learning Journey

1-Hour Small Group Practice

I get why it’s important. I’m 
motivated and equipped to try it out.

4-Hour Virtual Simulation

I can apply the tools and learning to 
real challenges.



Agenda and Learning Focus: Simulation
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1. Using SCAN to explore all aspects of 
a situation you want to change

2. Recognizing insights that lead to 
innovative options.

3. Breaking the reflex to prematurely 
reach conclusions and take actions.

Agenda

Welcome, meet your team, and overview

Mental quicksand

Simulation: Mateo and Kyle meeting

10-minute break

Round one results and discussion

Team reflection

How to use SCAN

Simulation: Develop and share your response

10-minute break

Team reflection exercise

Round two results and discussion

Peer coaching and next steps

We designed a learning experience to help 
you get better at…



Agenda and Learning Focus: Practice Lab
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Agenda

Welcome and Overview

Framework Review and Reflections from Simulations

Choose a challenge

Facilitated application of tools

Next steps on challenge and ideas for continued practice

Pass

Pause

IdeaSame

IdeaIdeaPass

CoacheeCoach

Facilitator
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How we get stuck
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SCAN to explore four hidden sources of insights and options

How things get 
done around 

here

What’s going on 
out there

Our 
unquestioned 

beliefs

The desires and 
perspectives of 

people we should 
include

• Sources of stability

• Sources of dysfunction

• Controllable

• Sources of diversity

• Sources of instability

• Uncontrollable

STRUCTURES CONTEXT

ASSUMPTIONS NEEDS
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Participants receive a Kindle version of our New Book…

In today’s fast-paced and ever-changing world, a leader’s 
addiction to answering the question, what should I do? is a 
thinking trap that limits creativity and compassion.

Embracing Uncertainty is a workshop based on the book, The 
Surprising Power of Not Knowing What to Do. Through a 
gamified, team-based simulation experience, participants learn 
to form strategic insights and discover innovative options in the 
face of turbulence, ambiguity, and uncertainty.


